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A sub-modular receding horizon solution for
mobile multi-agent persistent monitoring

Navid Rezazadeh and Solmaz S. Kia

Abstract—We study the problem of persistent monitoring of finite
number of inter-connected geographical nodes for event detection
via a group of heterogeneous mobile agents. We use Poisson
process model to capture the probability of the events occurring
at the geographical nodes. We then tie a utility function to the
probability of detecting an event in each point of interest and
use it in our policy design to incentivize the agents to visit the
geographical nodes with higher probability of event occurrence.
We show that the design of an optimal monitoring policy to
maximize the utility of event detection over a mission horizon is
an NP-hard problem. By showing that the reward function is a
monotone increasing and submodular function, we then proceed
to propose a suboptimal dispatch policy design with a known
optimality gap. To reduce the time complexity of constructing
the feasible search set and also to induce robustness to changes
in event occurrence and other operational factors, we preform our
suboptimal policy design in a receding horizon setting. Our next
contribution is to add a new term to our optimization problem
to compensate for the shortsightedness of the receding horizon
approach. This added term provides a measure of importance
for nodes beyond the receding horizon’s sight, and is meant to
give the policy design an intuition to steer the agents towards
areas with higher importance on the global map. Finally, we
discuss how our proposed algorithm can be implemented in a
decentralized manner. We demonstrate our results through a
simulation study.

I. INTRODUCTION

In extension of cities and technology there is always a need for
surveillance to monitor for incidences of interest. Traditionally,
the surveillance systems are stationary and usually cover lim-
ited areas. The cost and communication bandwidth limitation
bounds the number of the stationary sensors that can be
deployed. To solve the coverage within the limits of the system,
use of mobile sensors, e.g. aerial sensors, which the infras-
tructure can move within the urban area is of interest. In this
paper, we study designing a dispatch policy that orchestrates
the topological distribution of a set of mobile sensors such
that the ‘best’ service for a global monitoring task is obtained
with a reasonable computational cost. Our work is related to
the problem of multi-agent persistent monitoring/patrolling of
a set of geographical points in an area to gather information,
e.g., by capturing a photo of the point or communicating with
a local agent in that point. Long term multi-agent patrolling of
an area offers a low cost and effective monitoring solution for
applications such as discovering forest fires [2] and oil spillage
in their early stages [3], and locating endangered animals in a
large habitat [4].

This work is supported by NSF award IIS-SAS-1724331. A preliminary
version of this work will appear in the proceeding of the 8th IFAC Workshop
on Distributed Estimation and Control in Networked Systems [1].

When the routes between the geographical points of interest
are not pre-specified, the optimal monitoring design includes
also finding the optimal inter-point trajectories that the agents
can follow without violating their controllers bounds. Comput-
ing such optimal routes requires the solution of a two-point
boundary value problem [5]. Except for monitoring scenarios
over a one dimensional space, for which the closed form of the
optimal trajectories can be calculated [6], solving for optimal
trajectory is generally infeasible [7]. Sub-optimal solutions
however can be found by limiting the trajectory space to
elliptical or Fourier series functions [5]. Another, approach is
to divide the mission horizon into smaller time spans and find
the optimal trajectory over them [8]. In many applications,
however, the geographical points are connected via a set of
pre-specified known corridors (each referred henceforth as an
edge), and the mobile agents are confined to travel through
these edges in order to traverse from one geographical point
(referred henceforth as geographical node or simply node) to
another. For example, in a smart city setting regulations can
restrict the admissible routes between the geographical nodes.
In this paper, we consider a monitoring scenario over such a
setting, see Fig. 1.
In a single agent patrolling of a set of inter-connected nodes
in an area, the complexity of finding the ‘best’ route is the
same as the complexity of Traveling Salesman problem, and
grows exponentially with the number of the nodes [9]. The
problem of optimal multi-agent patrolling is however more
complex, since each agent’s patrolling scheme depends on
other agents’ policy. This problem is formalized in earlier
studies such as [10], [11]. Generally, when there are multiple
edges to travel between every two nodes or when each node
is connected to multiple other nodes, finding an optimal
long term patrolling scheme is not tractable. Constraining the
agents to travel through specific routes to traverse among
the geographical nodes allows seeking optimal solutions for
the problem. For example, when the connection topology
between the geographical nodes is a line or a circular graph,
optimal solutions for the problem are proposed in [12]–[15]. To
overcome the complexity issue on generic graphs, [16] suggest
forming different cycles in the graph and assigning agents to
these cycles to patrol periodically and seek to minimize the
time that a node stays un-visited. Alternatively, [17] proposes
agents to move to the most rewarding neighboring node based
on their current location.
In this paper, we propose a suboptimal solution for the
problem of monitoring events over an inter-connected set of
geographical nodes, such as the ones in Fig. 1. Instead of using
the the customary idle time of the nodes, which comes with
the underlying assumption that the rate of events happening
at all the nodes is uniform, we base our utility function on
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Fig. 1: Examples of a set of geographical points of interest and the
edges between them. Finite number of points to monitor in a city can
be restricted to some particular scanning zones (the picture on the
left) or the cell partitioned map of the city (the picture on the right).

the probability of detecting an event in each point of interest.
We use a Poisson random variable as the model for arrival of
valuable information at the nodes. Poisson process is a widely-
used counting process for scenarios where we are counting
the occurrences of certain events that happen at a certain rate,
but completely at random (without a certain structure) [18].
We show that the design of an optimal monitoring policy to
maximize the utility of event detection over a mission horizon
is an NP-hard problem. Next, we show that the reward function
is a monotone increasing submodular set function. To establish
our proof, we develop a set of auxiliary results based on the
Karamata’s inequality [19]. Given the submodularity of the
reward function, we propose a receding horizon sequential
greedy algorithm to compute a suboptimal dispatch policy
with a polynomial computation cost and guaranteed bound
on optimality. The receding horizon nature of our solution
induces robustness to uncertainties of the environment. Our
next contribution is to add a new term to our optimization
problem in order to compensate for the shortsightedness of
the receding horizon approach, see Fig. 2. This added term
becomes useful when the agents are supposed to patrol a large
field by giving them an intuition of existing value in long
distances. In recent years, submodular optimization has been
widely used in sensor and actuator placement problems [20]–
[25]. In comparison to the sensor/actuator placement, the
challenge in our work is that the assigned policy per each
mobile agent over the receding horizon is a vector rather
than a point. To deal with this challenge, we use the matroid
constraint [26] approach to design our suboptimal submodular-
based policy. Finally, we discuss how the final algorithm can
be implemented in a decentralized manner. We demonstrate
our results through a simulation study.

II. PRELIMINARIES

Notation: 2A is the set of all the subsets of a set A. For a set
B and a singleton set {a}, for simplicity we represent B∪{a}
by B ∪ a. Given an event set V and e ∈ V , P (e) : V →
[0, 1] denotes the probability of event e happening. We denote

a sequence of m increasing real numbers (t1, · · · , tm) (i.e.,
tk ≤ tk+1 for k ∈ {1, · · · ,m}) by (t)m1 . Given (t)n1 and
(v)m1 we denote by (t)n1 ⊕ (v)m1 their concatenated increasing
sequence, i.e., for (u)n+m

1 = (t)n1 ⊕(v)m1 we have that any uk,
k ∈ {1, · · · , n+m} is either in (t)n1 or (v)m1 or is in both of
(t)n1 and (v)m1 . We assume that (u)n+m

1 preserves the relative
labeling of (t)n1 or (v)m1 , i.e., if tk and tk+1, k ∈ {1, · · · , n−1}
(resp. vk and vk+1, k ∈ {1, · · · ,m−1}) correspond to ui and
uj in (u)n+m

1 , then i < j.
We formulate our optimal mobile sensor dispatch problem via
an optimization problem of the form

max
P̄⊂P

g(P̄), s.t., (1a)

|P̄ ∩ Pi| ≤ 1, i ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, (1b)

where P1, · · · ,PM are collection of M disjoint sets that
satisfy

⋃M
i=1 Pi = P . The constraint condition (1b) is in the

so-called partition matroid form [27] and restricts the choice
of the optimal solution for (1) to be a set that contains at most
one member from each disjoint sets P1, · · · ,PM . Problem (1)
is known to be NP-hard [28]. When the objective function g
is submodular, however, a sequential greedy member selection
algorithm described below results in a suboptimal solution with
a guaranteed bound on optimality.
A set function g : 2P → R is monotone decreasing if for
all P1,P2 ⊂ P we have P1 ⊂ P2 if and only if g(P1) ≥
g(P2) [27]. A set function g : 2P → R is submodular if and
only if for two sets P1,P2 satisfying P1 ⊂ P2 ⊂ P , and for
p 6∈ P2 we have [27]

∆g(p|P̄1) ≥ ∆g(p|P̄2). (2)

Here, ∆g : (P, p)→ R is

∆g(p|P̄) = g(P̄ ∪ p)− g(P̄), ∀P̄ ∈ 2P , ∀p ∈ P,
which shows the increase in value of the set function g going
from set P̄ to P̄ ∪ p. Equation (2) shows that when a new
member is added to a smaller set the gain is going to be greater
than or equal to when the same member is added to a larger
set where the smaller set is a subset of larger set. Therefore,
submodularity is a property of a set functions that shows
diminishing reward as new members are being introduced to
the system.

Theorem 2.1 (See [27]) Let g in the optimization problem (1)
be a monotone submodular set function. Suppose g(P?) is the
global maximum of (1). Also, let PSG(M) ⊂ P be the output
of sequential greedy policy selection below started at i = 1
and PSG(0) = ∅, and repeated until i = M ,

p?i = argmax
p∈Pi

∆g(p|PSG(i− 1)),

where PSG(i) = PSG(i−1)∪p?i . Then, g(PSG(M)) ≥ 1
2g(P?).

Next, we develop a set of auxiliary results that we use later in
the proof of our main theorem (Theorem 4.1).
Definition 1: The non-increasing sequence (δt)n1 majorizes the
non increasing sequence (δv)n1 , if



• δt1 ≥ δt2 ≥ · · · ≥ δtn and δv1 ≥ δv2 ≥ · · · ≥ δvn
• δt1 + · · ·+ δti ≥ δv1 + · · ·+ δvi for ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , n− 1}
• δt1 + · · ·+ δtn = δv1 + · · ·+ δvn

Theorem 2.2 (Karamata’s inequality [19]) Let f : R →
R be a concave function. Then, if sequence (δt)n1 majorizes
(δv)n1 , then the following holds

f(δt1) + · · ·+ f(δtn) ≤ f(δv1) + · · ·+ f(δvn).

Corollary 2.1: Let f : R → R be a concave function with
f(0) = 0. If sequences (δt)n1 and (δv)m1 with n ≤ m satisfy

δt1 + · · ·+ δti ≥ δv1 + · · ·+ δvi, ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , n− 1}
δt1 + · · ·+ δtn = δv1 + · · ·+ δvm,

then the following holds,

f(δt1) + · · ·+ f(δtn) ≤ f(δv1) + · · ·+ f(δvm). (3)

Proof: We can define the sequence (δu)n1 such that δui =
δti, i ∈ {1, · · · , n} and δui = 0, i ∈ {n+1, · · · ,m} there
for (δu)n1 majorizes (δv)n1 , following the fact that f(0) = 0
and as a consequence of Theorem 2.2 we conclude (3). �

Corollary 2.2: Let f : R≥0 → R≥0 be a monotone increasing
and concave function. Then for any a, b, c, d ∈ R≥0 such that
0 ≤ a ≤ c and 0 ≤ b ≤ d, the following holds,

f(c) + f(d)− f(c+ d) ≥ f(a) + f(b)− f(a+ b). (4)

Proof: Having a ≤ c and b ≤ d and a + b ≤ c + d, (4)
follows from Corollary 2.1. �

Lemma 2.1: For any (q)l1, let

g((q)l1) =
∑l−1

i=1
f(∆qi), (5)

where ∆qi = qi+1 − qi and f ∈ K be a concave and semi-
positive and increasing function with f(0) = 0. Now, consider
two increasing sequences (t)n1 and (u)l1, and concatenation
(a)n+l

1 = (t)n1 ⊕ (u)l1. Then,

g((a)n+l
1 )− g((t)n1 ) ≥ 0.

Proof: Since (a)n+l
1 is the result of concatenation of (t)n1

and (u)l1, therefore ∃ p, q ∈ Z such that ap = t1 and aq = tn.
We take a sub-sequence of (a)n+l

1 ranging from index p to q
and name it (v)m1 where m ≥ n. Taking ∆vi = vi+1 − vi
and ∆ti = ti+1 − ti, by rearranging ∆vi’s and ∆ti’s in
a descending manner, we form the sequences (δv)l−1

1 and
(δt)n−1

1 . since ap = t1 and aq = tn then

m−1∑
i=1

∆vi =

m−1∑
i=1

δvi =

n−1∑
i=1

δti =

n−1∑
i=1

∆ti = tn − t1. (6)

Also since, (a)n+l
1 is the result of concatenation of (t)n1

and (u)l1. Therefore, ∀i ∈ {1, · · · , n} there exists a Si ⊂
{1, · · · ,m} such that

∑
j∈Si

δvj = δti, where Si ∩ Sk =
∅, i 6= k. Consequently, for r ∈ {1, · · · ,m} we have

∑r
i=1 δvi =

∑
j∈S δtj , where S ⊂ {1, · · · , n} and |S| ≤ r.

Since (δt)n−1
1 is and decreasing sequence, we can write∑r

i=1
δvi ≤

∑r

i=1
δti. (7)

Considering equations (6) and (7) we conclude that the con-
ditions of Corollary 2.1 are met then,

f(δt1)+· · ·+f(δtn−1) ≤ f(δv1)+· · ·+f(δvm−1). (8)

Given that f(δt1) + · · · + f(δtn−1) =
∑n−1
i=1 f(∆ti)

and f(δv1) + · · · + f(δvm−1) =
∑m−1
i=1 f(∆vi) ≤∑n+1−1

i=1 f(∆ai), we have
∑n−1
i=1 f(∆ti) ≤

∑n+1−1
i=1 f(∆ai),

which concludes the proof. �

Lemma 2.2: For any (q)l1, let

g((q)l1) =
∑l

i=1
f(∆qi), (9)

where ∆qi = qi+1 − qi and f ∈ K is a concave and positive
and increasing function with f(0) = 0. Now, consider three
increasing sequences (t)n1 and (v)m1 and (u)l1 and concatena-
tions (a)n+l

1 = (t)n1 ⊕ (u)l1 and (b)m+l
1 = (v)m1 ⊕ (u)l1 where

(v)m1 is a sub-sequence of (t)n1 , then(
g((b)m+l

1 )− g((v)m1 )

)
−
(
g((a)n+l

1 )− g((t)n1 )

)
≥ 0.

Proof: We define the sequence (u)p1 to be the first p
elements of (u)l1 sequence. Then we can form

∆Sp =

(
g((v)m1 ⊕ (u)p1)− g((v)m1 ⊕ (u)p−1

1 )

)
−(

g((t)n1 ⊕ (u)p1)− g((t)n1 ⊕ (u)p−1
1 )

)
,

with (u)0
1 to be an empty sequence with no members. Since

(v)m1 is a sub-sequence of (t)n1 and (u)p1 having one member
more over (u)p−1

1 , then we have

∆Sp =(f(∆S1) + f(∆S2)− f(∆S1 + ∆S2))

− (f(∆S3) + f(∆S4)− f(∆S3 + ∆S4)),

with 0 ≤ ∆S3 ≤ ∆S1 and 0 ≤ ∆S4 ≤ ∆S2, from
Corollary 2.2, we can conclude that ∆Sp ≥ 0. Given that

l∑
p=1

∆Sp=

(
g((b)m+l

1 )−g((v)m1 )

)
−
(
g((a)n+l

1 )−g((v)m1 )

)
,

we can conclude the proof. �

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION

We consider a persistent patrolling/monitoring for events de-
tection, where a set of A = {1, · · · ,M} mobile sensors
(each referred henceforth as mobile agent or simply agent) are
deployed to monitor a set of V = {1, · · · , N} geographical
nodes on a R2 or R3 space. At each geographical node



i ∈ V there is an event that takes place in random, whose
probability of occurrence follows a Poisson random process
Ci(t, tv,i) ∼ Poisson(λi(t − tv,i)), where tv,i ∈ R≥0 is the
last time node i is visited by a mobile agent j ∈ A. The
rate of event occurrence λi ∈ R>0 can be specified from the
historical data, and can change based on new data that has
become available from other sources. The rate also can be
manipulated to steer the agents in certain direction on the map.
Finally, λi ∈ R>0 can be time varying. However to simplify
the exposition, we demonstrate our results for fix occurrence
rate. The results can be generalized to time-varying case by
using Ci(t, tv,i) ∼ Poisson(

∫ t
tv,i

λi(τ)dτ).

We assume that it takes δj ∈ R>0 time for each mobile agent
j ∈ A to process its sensor measurement collected upon its
arrival time at a geographical node. For example, δj can be
the time a mobile agent needs to process and detect an event
from an image shot upon its arrival time. To incentivize agents
to visit and scan a geographical node i ∈ V , we assign the
following reward function to node i ∈ V ,

Ri(t) =

{
0, t = ts,i,

ψi(t− ts,i), t > ts,i,
(10)

where ts,i is the latest scan time of node i and

ψi(t− ts,i) =1− e−λi(t−ts,i), (11)

is the probability of at least one event taking place at time
interval (ts,i, t]. Ri(t) resets to 0 after an agent arrives and
scans the node, and monotonically increases with a rate
exponentially proportional to λi afterward. Upon arrival of
any agent j ∈ A at time tv ∈ R≥0 at node i ∈ V , the agent
immediately scans for the events (e.g., takes a picture) and the
reward Ri(tv) is scored for the patrolling team A and ts,i is
set to tv .
Assumption 1: If more than one agent arrive at node i ∈ V
and scan it at the same time tv , the reward collected for the
team is still Ri(tv) (note that after the first scan ts,i sets to
tv). Furthermore, every agent should spend δj amounts of time
at the node to complete its measurement processing and event
detection task. During the processing time the agent cannot
scan for events.
To traverse from one node to another, the mobile agents are
confined to use a set of pre-specified edges (corridors), see
Fig. 1. Depending on their vehicle type, agents may have to
take different paths going from one node to another. We let
Ev,w be the set of edges between nodes v, w ∈ V . We assume
that each geographical node is connected at least through one
edge to another geographical node. We also add a self-loop to
each node, i.e., |Ev,w| = 1 for any v ∈ V . The self-loops are
introduced to allow our motion planning policy to let agents
to stay put and continue scanning at a node. For every node
v ∈ V , we let Nv be the set of its neighboring nodes that
are connected to it via an edge. This neighbor set includes the
agent i itself, as well. We assume that the travel time τ iv,w(k) ∈
R>0 between every node v, w ∈ V for agent i ∈ A along any
edge k ∈ Ev,w is known, and τv,v = 0 (travel time along a
self-loop edge is zero). We assume that the set of mobile robots

is heterogeneous, therefore the travel time differs for different
agents on the same edge. The travel time at each edge also
can change during the mission time. We assume that the travel
time along every edge and for each agent is proportional to
the length of the edge, and time to go from a point along the
edge to its end nodes is also known.
Our ultimate goal is to detect maximum number of events
over a given mission horizon. By definition of the reward
function (10), this objective is equivalent to designing a
patrolling policy (what sequence of nodes to visit at what
times by which agent) so that the group of mobile agents A
collects maximum possible reward over the mission horizon.
In the policy designs (optimal and suboptimal) we consider
the following assumption.
Assumption 2: An agent i ∈ A can only move to the neighbor-
ing nodes Nj of the previously visited node j ∈ V . Moreover,
every agent scans the node that it visits.
The optimal monitoring policy, under Assumptions 1 and 2,
over the given mission time should assign a sequence
of N i

f nodes to each agent i ∈ A. Let ni =[
ni(0), ni(1), · · · , ni(N i

f )
]>

be the sequence of the nodes
visited by agent i ∈ A, with ni(0) being the first node that
agent i visits (starts from). Because of the Assumption 2, we
have ni(j + 1) ∈ Nni(j), for all j ∈ {1, 2, · · · , N i

f − 1}.
Let Ti =

[
T i(0), T i(1), · · · , T i(N i

f )
]

be the visiting time
associated with visiting sequence ni of agent i ∈ A. Given
the starting location, let Pi be the set of all the feasible tuples
pi = (ni,Ti, i) over the mission horizon for agent i ∈ A
and let P =

⋃M
i=1 Pi. Then, given any P̄ ⊂ P , the collected

reward function R : 2P → R>0 is

R(P̄) =
∑
∀p∈P̄

∑|np|

j=1
Rnp(j)(Tp(j)), (12)

with p = (np,Tp, ip). Then, given (12), the optimal policy
to maximize the team collected reward over a given mission
horizon is given by

P? = argmax
P̄⊂P

R(P̄), s.t. (13a)

|P̄ ∩ Pi| ≤ 1, i ∈ {1, . . . ,M}. (13b)

Here, the partition matroid constraint (13b) ensures that the
optimal policy chooses only one member of Pi for each agent
i ∈ A from the collective feasible set P . The optimization
problem is in the standard form of (1), which is known
to be NP hard [29]. The following result gives the cost of
constructing the feasible set P and time complexity of solving
optimization problem (13).

Lemma 3.1 (Time complexity of problem (13)) The cost of
constructing the feasible set P for optimization problem (13)
is of order O(MDN̄f ), where D = max(|N1|, · · · , |NN |),
N̄f = max{|ni|}ni∈P 1. Furthermore, the time complexity

1With a slight abuse of notation, here we use ni ∈ Pi in place of
(ni,Ti, i) ∈ Pi.



of solving optimization problem (13) is O(
∏M
i=1 D

N̄i
f ) where

N̄ i
f = max{|ni|}ni∈P〉 .

Proof: To find the optimum solution, we have to find all
the feasible sets containing pj = (nj ,Tj , j) for every agent
j ∈ A over the mission horizon. The time complexity of
constructing P then is of order O(DN̄f ). To find the optimal
policy, we need to evaluate the reward function for each
pj ∈ Pj for each agent j ∈ A, requiring a cost of O(DN̄

j
f ).

The policy pi ∈ Pi chosen for agent i ∈ A affects visited
time τv,k of geographical node k ∈ V , as well as the policy
pj ∈ Pj chosen for agent j ∈ A\{i}. Therefore, policy of
different agents are not independent but tied together toward
value of (12) and should be evaluated in conjunction with each
other. Therefor, the time complexity of finding P? in (13) is
of order O(

∏M
i=1 D

N̄i
f ). �

If the system parameters change after the optimal policy design
(e.g., number of the mobile agents or the nodes, or the rate of
event detection at the nodes), the operation should be stopped
and the optimal design policy should be repeated for the
remainder of the mission horizon under the new conditions.
Our objective in this paper is to construct a suboptimal policy
to solve the persistent patrolling problem described above with
a time complexity that is ‘reasonable’ and robust to changes
that can happen during the mission horizon. We note here
that because of the changes that happen to various operational
aspect of the problem, periodical solutions are not suitable.

IV. SUBOPTIMAL POLICY DESIGN

Lemma 3.1 indicates that the time complexity of finding
an optimal patrolling policy increases exponentially by the
horizon of the agents’ policy Nf and also the number of
exploring agents M . To reduce the computational cost, a
rational suboptimal strategy is to trade in optimality and divide
the policy making horizon to multiple shorter horizon of
length NH , and design an optimal policy for each horizon. In
other words, in the policy making optimization problem (13),
the search space P of the optimal policy is limited to sub-
policies with the length of NH .To provide a suboptimal policy
making that is also robust to the online changes that can
occur during the mission time, we propose a receding horizon
policy making algorithm with planning horizon of NH and
execution horizon of Ne < NH . However, this approach comes
with two shortcomings. First, receding horizon design suffers
from shortsightedness. That is, in a large field, this design is
oblivious to the reward distribution of the area that do not
appear in the planning horizon. Therefore, the optimal policy
over NH can inadvertently steer the agents away from the
distant points with high probability of event occurrence that
are not in horizon NH , see Fig. 2. To compensate for this
shortcoming, we introduce the notion of nodal importance
and augment the reward function (12) over the design horizon
of NH with an additional term that takes into account how
close an agent will end up after NH visits to an area in a
map with high intensity of reward. Another shortcoming of
receding horizon design is that even though design over a
smaller horizon of NH cuts down on the time complexity of

Fig. 2: A scenario where an agent has two possible routes over
the designated receding horizon. The nodes’ color intensity shows
their reward value. The route in blue offers a higher reward over the
receding horizon but it puts the agent close to an area with lower
amount of reward, while the route in red results in lower total reward
over the receding horizon but puts the agent near an area with higher
amount of reward.

optimization problem (13), the time complexity of finding an
optimal policy still increases exponentially with the number
of the agents. To reduce this computational cost, we show
that our cost function in the receding horizon design is
submodular, and propose to implement a greedy algorithm to
obtain a suboptimal policy with known optimality gap given
in Theorem 2.1. The greedy algorithm also has the potential
for decentralized implementation as we discuss below.
We define the nodal importance of a node v∈V at time τ as

L(v, τ, r) =
∑

i∈N r
v

Ri(τ), (14)

where N r
v is the set of nodes (containing v) that can be

reached started from node v using at most r edges in E . Nodal
importance (14) is a measure that indicates the concentration
of reward at some neighborhood around node v. As the nodal
importance of node v ∈ V is discounted by the travel time of
agent i ∈ A from its current location to node v, we define
the projected nodal importance of a node v with respect to an
agent i as

Li(v, t, r) =
L(v, τ iv(t), r)

τ iv(t)− t
,

where τ iv(t) is the time that agent i can reach node v using
the fastest route and t is the current time.
Next, we incorporate the nodal importance measure to our
reward function to compensate for the shortsightedness of the
receding horizon design. For computational efficiency, instead
of incorporating the nodal importance of every node on the
map, we consider only a subset V̄ ⊂ V of the nodes, which
we call the anchor nodes. The anchor nodes can be selected
to be the nodes with higher reward rate or to be a set of
nodes that are scattered uniformly on the map. Now, consider
p = (np,Tp, ip) ∈ P̄ , a feasible policy in the planning
receding horizon. Recall that Tp(NH) is the time that agent
ip reaches to the terminal node of its assigned policy. Then,
a measure of how close policy p puts agent ip to anchor
node v ∈ V̄ at its end time Tp(NH) is the projected nodal
importance Lip(v, τ

ip
v (Tp(NH)), r). Thus, to design a policy



that incentivizes moving closer to the rewarding areas outside
the planning horizon, we set the reward function to be

R̄(P̄) = R(P̄) + α
∑
∀p∈P̄

L?(p), α ∈ R≥0, (15)

where R(P̄) is defined in (12) and

L?(p) = Lip(v?ip , τ
ip
v?ip

(Tp(NH)), r),

v?ip = argmax
v⊂V̄

Lip(v, τ ipv (Tp(NH)), r).

Given the augmented reward function (15) then the optimal
policy design over each receding horizon is

P? = argmax
P̄⊂P

R̄(P̄), s.t. |P̄ ∩ Pi| ≤ 1, (16)

where P =
⋃M
i=1 Pi is the set of the union of the feasible poli-

cies of the agents Pi, i ∈ {1, · · · ,M}, over the horizon NH .
Next, we show that the reward function (15) is submodular
over any given feasible policy set P .

Theorem 4.1 (Submodularity of the reward function (15))
Let P =

⋃M
i=1 Pi be the set of the union of the feasible policies

of the agents, Pi, i ∈ {1, · · · ,M}, over the horizon NH . Then,
for any α ∈ R≥0, the reward function (15) is a monotone
increasing and submodular set function over P , i.e., R̄ : 2P →
R>0 is monotone increasing and submodular.

Proof: By a change in labeling of geographical nodes, we
denote the set V̄(P̄) = {1, · · · , v(P̄)} ⊂ V be the set of the
nodes being visited given policy P̄ , without loss of generality
we can rewrite the reward function R as a summation of
gathered rewards on visit times of the nodes in the set V̄(P̄).

R̄(P̄) = R(P̄) + α
∑
∀p∈P̄

L?(p) =∑
l∈V̄(P̄)

(∑c(l,P̄)

j=1
ψl(∆t

l
j(P̄))

)
+α
∑
∀p∈P̄

L?(p),

where ∆tlj(P̄) = tlj(P̄) − tlj−1(P̄) and c(l, P̄) ∈ Z>0, l ∈
V̄(P̄) denotes the number of visits to the geographical node
l and (tl(P̄))

c(l,P̄)
1 = (tl1(P̄), tl2(P̄), · · · , tl

c(l,P̄)
(P̄)) is the

sequence of time that the same node was visited by an agent
given policy P̄ , where 0 ≤ tl1(P̄) ≤ tl2(P̄) ≤ · · · ≤ tl

c(l,P̄)
(P̄)

and tl0(P̄) = 0.
Given the monitoring policies P1, P2, q where P1 ⊂ P2 ⊂
P and q ∈ P where q 6∈ P1, q 6∈ P2, we know that
(tl(P1))

c(l,P1)
1 is a sub-sequence of (tl(P2))

c(l,P2)
1 . Taking

(tl(q))
c(l,q)
1 to be visiting sequence of node l given policy q

then using Lemma 4 and the fact that Ψ(.) is a normalized
increasing concave function, then ∀l ∈ V̄(P)∑c(l,P1∪q)

j=1
ψl(∆(tlj(P2 ∪ q)))−

∑c(l,P1)

j=1
ψl(∆(tlj(P2)))≥ 0.

Algorithm 1 Sequential Greedy Algorithm

1: procedure SGOpt(P1, · · · ,PM ,M )
2: Init: P̄ ← ∅, i← 0
3: loop:
4: while i ≤M do
5: pi? = argmax

p⊂Pi

∆R̄(p|P̄).

6: P̄ ← P̄ ∪ pi?.
7: i← i+ 1.
8: end while
9: Return P̄ .

10: end procedure

Therefore, ∆R(p|P1) ≥ 0 which shows that R(P̄) is monotone
increasing set function. Furthermore, using Lemma 6

c(l,P2∪q)∑
j=1

ψl(∆(tlj(P2 ∪ q)))−
c(l,P2)∑
j=1

ψl(∆(tlj(P2)))

≤
c(l,P1∪q)∑
j=1

ψl(∆(tlj(P1 ∪ q)))−
c(l,P1)∑
j=1

ψl(∆(tlj(P1))).

Therefore, ∆R(q|P1) ≥ ∆R(q|P2) showing that R(P̄) is
submodular. Furthermore the term

∑
∀p∈P̄ L?(p) is trivially

positive and modular which concludes the proof. �

Remark 4.1 (Submodulatity of (15) for any normalized
increasing concave ψi) It is worth mentioning that using the
same proof argument of Theorem (4.1), we can show that any
reward function (15) with a normalized increasing concave ψi
is monotone increasing and submodular.

With the guarantee that Theorem 4.1 provides about the
submodularity of the cost function of the optimization prob-
lem (15) , we can now implement the submodular-based
sequential greedy optimization Algorithm 1 to solve (16) in a
polynomial time complexity [27]. To implement Algorithm 1,
given the current position of each agent at the beginning of
each receding horizon planning, first the admissible set of
policies Pi for each agent i ∈ A for the planning horizon
NH is calculated. Then, the function SGOpt(P1, · · · ,PM,M)
is called to implement the sequential greedy Algorithm 1. By
virtue of Theorem 2.1, the output of Algorithm 1, P̄ , satisfies
the following optimality bound.

Theorem 4.2 (Optimality gap of Algorithm 1) Let P? be
an optimal solution of optimal policy design (16) and P̄ be
the output of Algorithm 1. Then, R̄(P̄) ≥ 1

2 R̄(P?) [27].

A. Comments on decentralized implementation of Algorithm 1

A trivial decentralized implement of Algorithm 1 is a multi-
centralized solution. In this solution, agents transmit the fea-
sible policy sets across the entire network until each agent
knows the whole policy set {P1, · · · ,PM} (flooding ap-
proach). Then, each agent acts as a central node and runs a



Algorithm 2 Decentralized Implementation of Sequential
Greedy Algorithm

1: Init: P̄ ← ∅, i← 1
2: loop:
3: while i ≤ K do
4: if ai is being called for the first time then
5: agent ai computes pai? = argmax

p⊂Pai

∆R̄(p|P̄).

6: P̄ ← P̄ ∪ pai?.
7: end if
8: agent ai pass P̄ to ai+1.
9: i← i+ 1.

10: end while

copy of Algorithm 1 locally. Although reasonable for small-
size networks, the communication and storage costs of this
approach scale poorly with the network size. The sequential
structure of Algorithm 1 however, offers an opportunity for
a communicationally and computationally more efficient de-
centralized implementations, as described in Algorithm 2. To
implement Algorithm 2, we assume that the agents A can form
a bidirectional connected communication graph Ga = (A, Ea),
i.e., there is a path from every agent to every other agent on
Ga. Then, there always exists a route SEQ = a1 → · · · →
ai → · · · → aK , ak ∈ A, k ∈ {1, · · · ,K}, K ≥ M ,
that visits all the agents (not necessarily only one time), see
Fig. 3(a). The agents follow SEQ to share their information
while implementing Algorithm 2. The communication cost to
execute Algorithm 2 can be optimized by picking SEQ to be
the shortest path [30] that visits all the agents over graph Ga.
If Ga has a Hamiltonian path2, the optimal choice for SEQ
is a Hamiltonian path. When, there is a SEQ that visits every
agent on Ga, the directed information graph GI = (A, EI) of
Algorithm 2, which shows the information access of each agent
while implementing of Algorithm 2, is full, see the bottom
plot in Fig. 3(a). That is, each agent in SEQ is aware of the
previous agents’ decision. Therefore, the solution obtained by
Algorithm 2 is an exact sequential greedy algorithm and its
optimality gap is 1/2. We recall that the labeling order of
the mobile agents does not have an effect on the optimality
gap guaranteed by Theorem 4.2 [26]. If an agent i ∈ A
appears repeatedly in SEQ (e.g., the blue agent in Fig. 3(a)),
with a slight increase in computation cost we can modify
Algorithm 2 to allow agent i to redesign and improve its sub-
optimal policy pi? by re-executing step 5 of Algorithm 2. If the
communication topology of the graph is directed or there is a
message dropout while executing Algorithm 2, the directed
information sharing graph GI = (A, EI) may not be full,
see Fig. 3(b). Then, the decentralized Algorithm is deviated
from the exact sequential greedy algorithm structure. For such
cases, [26] shows that the optimality gap is 1

M−ω(GI)+2
, where

ω(GI) is the clique number3 of GI [26].
Another form of decentralization implementation of Algo-

2Hamiltonian path is a path that visits every agent on Ga only once [31].
3The clique number of a graph is equal to the number of the nodes in the

largest sub-graph such that adding an edge will cause a cycle [32].
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(a) Ga is a bidirectional connected
graph. GI is a complete graph.

1

2

3

5

(b) Ga is a directed graph. GI

is an incomplete graph with clique
number of 3.

Fig. 3: Examples of information sharing topologies. The top plots
show the communication graph Ga along with an example SEQ path in
red. The bottom plots show the information sharing graph GI if agents
follow SEQ while implementing Algorithm 2. Arrow going from agent
i to agent j means that agent j receives agent i’s information.

Fig. 4: {T j}Mj=1 are the time slots allotted to each agent to connect
to the cloud. The arrows show the time each agent took to do their
calculations for an example scenario. Here, the associated information
graph GI is as the incomplete graph in the bottom plot of Fig. 3(b).

rithm 1, which may be more relevant in urban environments, is
through a client-server framework. In this framework, agents
(clients) connect to a shared memory or a cloud (server) to
download or upload information, or use the cloud’s computing
power asynchronously. Let {T 1, · · · , T j} be the sequence of
time slots that is allotted respectively to agents A, see Fig. 4.
To implement Algorithm 1, agent j ∈ A connects to the server
at the beginning of T j to check out P̄ . Then, it completes
steps 5 and 6, and checks in the updated P̄ to the server
before T j elapses fully. Since the time slots assigned to the
agents do not overlap, agent i has access to policy pk? of
all agents k with k < j. Therefore, the information graph
GI is full, and the optimility gap of 1/2 holds. In scenarios
where an agent j takes a longer time than T j to complete and
check back in the P̄ to the server, the information graph is
going to be incomplete. For example, in the scenario shown in
Fig. 4 the information sharing graph GI is the same as the one
shown in Fig. 3(b). Therefore, the optimally gap of executing
Algorithm 2 is determined by 1

M−ω(GI)+2
.

V. NUMERICAL EXAMPLE

In this section, we provide a numerical example to highlight
the main features of our algorithm. Consider three agents
patrolling an area, which is divided into 20 by 20 grid
map as shown in Fig. 5(a). Each agent can fly to 4 of the
neighboring grid cells (above-below-right-left) without any
barriers between the cells. The region shown by hollow blue



rectangle appears after 100 steps. The vertical strip next to the
right of this region has the lowest rate of reward on the map.
The agents start their patrolling task from the position where
they are depicted on Fig. 5(a). In this example we assume
that the travel and scan time of the agents are homogeneous,
therefore the agents arrive at their destination cells at the same
time and scan the cells at the same time. In this example, we
compare the performance difference between the Algorithm 1
and a conventional greedy algorithm where an agent looks
around it to inspect the immediate cells and picks the most
rewarding one to move to. When studying the performance of
Algorithm 1 we consider both the case of including (α = 1)
and excluding (α = 0) the nodal importance measure in
the reward function (15). Fig. 5(b) shows that the traditional
greedy cell selection performers poorly compare to the other
two. The reason is that the three agents decision becomes the
same after a while and they start choosing the same cell after
a while and moving together, therefore at each step only one
of the agents collect the reward in the cell and two other do
not collect any reward. Performance of Algorithm 1 is better
than the traditional greedy cell selection because of the fact
that each agent communicates it’s own decision and decisions
passed to it to the next agent. Therefor, the outcome of agents
going to the same cell together and moving together is ruled
out. Furthermore, we can note that implementing Algorithm 1
with considering the effect of nodal importance is better. The
reason is that in the case that there is no nodal importance,
the agents are drawn to the region of high importance near
them and stay there as Fig. 5(c) shows. However, there are
other important regions with higher rates of reward where the
agents can gather more reward especially the area which is
separated by the low rate stripe. Therefore, by incorporating
nodal importance, as Fig. 5(d) shows the agents are being
attracted to the regions with higher rate of reward that are
beyond the receding horizon’s sight. An animated depiction of
the results in Fig. 5 is available at [33].

VI. CONCLUSION

We proposed a solution for persistent monitoring of a finite
number of inter-connected geographical nodes with the pur-
pose of maximizing the expected value of event detection. We
modeled the probability of discovering at least one event in
each geographical node as a Poisson distribution and tied this
with trajectory scheduling of the agents via a utility function.
We showed that maximizing the utility function is NP-hard. By
showing that the reward function is a monotone increasing and
submodular set function, we laid the ground to propose a sub-
optimal solution with a known optimality gap for this NP-hard
problem. To induce robustness to the changes in the problem
parameters, we proposed our suboptimal solution in a receding
horizon setting. Next, to compensate for the shortsightedness
of the receding horizon approach, we added a new term,
called the projected nodal importance, to the reward function
as a measure to incorporate a notion of importance of the
regions beyond the feasible solution set of the receding horizon
optimization problem. Finally, we discuss how our suboptimal
solution can be implemented in a decentralized manner. Our

(a) Map showing the reward rate of
each cell where the darker means
a higher rate of reward. The area
marked by blue square appears after
100 steps. The vertical strip located
right of the area with blue square has
the lowest rate of reward.

(b) The reward gathered using three
different methods. The first one is
the traditional greedy where agents
move to the most rewarding cell. The
second method is using Algorithm 1
without incorporating nodal impor-
tance and the third method is using
nodal importance.

(c) The path that agent take in their
first 150 steps when they follow Al-
gorithm 1 without nodal importance

(d) The path that agent take in their
first 150 steps when they follow Al-
gorithm 1 with nodal importance

Fig. 5: An example of patrolling a field which is divided into 20 by
20 cells where 3 agents are assigned to patrol it.

future work is to investigate decentralized algorithms that allow
agents to communicate synchronously with each other in order
to have a consensus on a policy with known optimality gap.
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